Water Coach around the world – Seqwater (Brisbane, Australia)
2021 Delft-FEWS International User Days
Steve Wang (Seqwater)

Overview of Seqwater and Seq-FEWS
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Background of Seqwater
❖Queensland Government Bulk Water Supply Authority

Catchment management
Seawater and recycle water

1.2 million ha of land ( 1ha = 10,000 m2),
only owns 65,000 ha
1 desalination plant
3 purified recycle water treatment plants

Dam management
Flood mitigation service
Water treatment plants management

25 referable dams (2 or more people at
risk if the dam was to fail)
1 none referable dam
51 weirs
36 water treatment plants
28 bulk water reservoirs

5 local water service retailers

Bulk drinking water supply

22 pump stations

Irrigation water supply

600 km+ of bulk water supply pipelines

Drinking water supply

1,200 irrigation customers
53,000 people over 16 off-grid
communities
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Overview of Seq-FEWS
2011

2015

• Development started

• Implemented Open Archive

Late 2013

2016

• Operational

• Training using Water Coach

❖ Seq-FEWS
–
–
–

–

–
–

Today

Based on Delft-FEWS 2019.02
• One production & one development
Observed Data
• Automated water level & rainfall
• Manual readings from sites
Forecast data
• Meteorological forecasts
• Soil moisture estimates
• Streamflow forecasts
Models
• 30 hydrologic models
• 1 hydraulic model
• 9 RTC Tools V1 models
Multiple HTML reports
Scheduled and event-based email
notification

❖ Water Coach
–
–

–

–

Investigation started in 2015
Primary objective: create a comprehensive
training package for Flood Operations Team:
✓ simulates a “real” flood event,
✓ can be readily deployed,
✓ provides a consistent output for assessment.
Integrated configuration
• Part of the production system configuration
• Share module templates
Features frequently used
• Adjust run speed
• Multiple scripts for different scenarios
• Pop up events / messages
• Master and participant mode
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Reasons for training
• Compliance
– Compliance with Flood Mitigation Manuals
• Familiarisation
– Refresh knowledge and skills in flood
operations and modelling
– Revisit manuals, protocols, procedures and
emergency action plans
– Identify gaps in processes and knowledge
– Build confidence in severe events or
unlikely emergency events
• Work as a team
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Limitations in the previous training system
ꭗ Standalone application (data is not shared
across the team)
ꭗ Based on limited historical events

ꭗ No system feedback from change in dam
operations
ꭗ Limited interaction, unlike a “live” flood event
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Step 1: increase the dataset for training
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Investigated space time rainall patterns
As part of Wivenhoe and Somerset Dams Optimisation Study (WSDOS), space time rainfall
patterns for Brisbane River Basin were analysed.
• Multiplicative random cascade model
– Specialist Dr. Alan Seed (BOM)
– Space-time statistical structure of rainfall
– Calibrated to rainfall inferred from radar data,
validation against rain gauge data
– Refer paper Jordan et al

Numerous synthetic rainfall patterns
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Step 2: Make the flood event more realistic
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Event selection and process
1. Every flood is different
– 50 synthetic rainfall events

1. 1
2. 2
3. Coarse sampling and
2. Apply scale factors to
noise added to produce
modify the magnitude of the
three forecasting rainfall
event
grids
Obs rainfall
Scale factor

NWP base
grid

Raw input
X 0.6

X 1.0

X 1.8

Difference between ‘Actual’ and ‘Observed’
Water Coach
Model parameters
•
•

Training
Coordinator

Defined by Training
Coordinator
Easy to vary initial
condition

Users

Raw input storm
•
•

Complete storm
Point of truth

Rainfall network

Hole Punched

Raw input

?
Secret Model
Parameters

Synthetic obs water level
•
•

Resampled into 3 hourly
time steps
Constantly updates with
dam operations
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Step 3: Setup of the training system
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Set up of the training system
• Based on the operational flood • Data is networked using a Master
forecasting system – Seq-FEWS
and Participant concept. (no ICT
involvement)
Participants

Master

• Water Coach Mode
Display
“observed”
data as time
goes

• Control Panel and event script

• Produce consistent outputs for
assessment and review

From limitations to opportunities
ꭗ Standalone application (data is not
shared across the team)

✓ Data is shared using Master and
Participant mode → Developed an
operational standalone using a similar
concept (back up operational system)

ꭗ Based on limited historical events

✓ Able to use synthetic events → ‘relocate’
events happened elsewhere with a similar
weather pattern

ꭗ No system feedback from change in
dam operations
ꭗ Limited interaction, unlike a “live”
flood event

✓ Scheduled workflows in the script to
update the synthetic observed data based
on the user defined dam operations
✓ Pop up events embedded in the script to
initiate interactions
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The Environment Agency’s use of WaterCoach in England,
UK

Emma Ferguson –Senior Team Leader

What have we used WaterCoach for?
First time available – started simply
• Mini System Functionality Exercises played
independently by individuals
• Step by step instructions through specific system displays and
functionality
• Set up using MvDs excel spreadsheet that coverts into a script
• Included training on how to use watercoach in main system training
• Post course work
• Helped embed learning

• National Multi-Player exercise
• Exercise Splash

Exercise Splash Introduction
• First ever national exercise for Monitoring and Forecasting Duty Officers
(MFDOs) to work alongside the Hydro-meteorologists at the Flood Forecast
Centre (FFC)
• Objectives
• MFDOs and FFC can effectively use IMFS to interpret and communicate the
Operational (OP), Best Estimate (BE) and Reasonable Worst Case (RWC)
forecasts for a more routine flood event.
• IMFS and the changes to the hydromet services and ways of working are
ready for launch.
• The Watercoach functionality in IMFS can be effectively used for national
exercises by IM&R teams for future training and exercises.

Preparation for Exercise Splash
• Event selection
Routine fairly widespread event =
December 2019

• Creating the Event localDataStore
•
•
•
•
•

Used latest config
Data Size issues and access
Scenario creation
Workflow run times
Hardest part / long time to sort

Preparation for Exercise Splash
• Script creation
• Copy an existing script
• Pre-plan injects
• Easy

• Logistics
•
•
•
•
•

Used pre-existing templates and virtual tools
Documentation prepared and issued
Players, Facilitators, Ex Control
Practice run through
Comms to the organisation

How did Exercise Splash go on the day?
• Pre-Brief
• Exercise played – guided by the Watercoach clock, script and by Ex control
injects

How did Exercise Splash go?
• Products and services delivered as expected

• Successfully achieved its aim in that it showed that duty officers
can carry out the local forecasting service using IMFS.

Feedback on the Exercise
• Used logs, products issued,
hot debriefs, and feedback
forms to gather feedback

• Exercise overall was rated
3.7 out of 5
• Documentation and script
details are important

Feedback on the System

Future developments
• More quick overview summary information is required
• Recommendations to improve the hydrograph, threshold counting table and
other displays

Top Tips / Lessons Learnt
•
•
•
•

Start Small – using an existing script as a starting point
Set Clear objectives
Store and use event data in the Archive
Don’t underestimate the time it takes to prepare the
LocalDataStore
• Test it before
• Ensure players, systems and documentation are all ready in
good time
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Any Questions?
Question Prompts
Think about your training;
• What are your training objectives?
• Can Watercoach help you achieve these objectives?
Remember that it can be used for various things. For example
• based on real events (RWS, EA) or with your own synthetic data (SeqWater)
• for small individual training (SeqWater, EA) or for large scale exercises (EA, RWS)
• with a guidance script (EA, SeqWater), or you can give people free reign without much guidance
(EA, SeqWater, RWS)
• For testing calibration skills, or testing the procedures, or to stress test

• What roadblocks are there stopping you from using Watercoach?
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